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|||||| Chow Chow AFrica:

Editorial
We are pleased to introduce the Chow Chow Africa quarterly 
e-magazine, which will replace our newsletters.
  

This e-magazine is free and you are welcome to share the link 
with everyone. The e-Zine may be read on any device without 
needing a special app (smartphone, tablet, laptop, desktop). 
You can download the “light-weight” web-version to read 
offline on your computer/tablet. If you would like to print 
anything, you can download the larger pdf version.  

Feel free to let us know of 
topics you would like to see 
covered here in future issues. 
Please continue sharing your
 photos, your Chow Chow 
may feature in our magazine!  
 

Thank you for continuing 
your support in helping 
spread the Chow Chow love 
on all our platforms.

Chow Greetings
Chow Chow Africa Team

Chow Chow Africa exists to promote 
all aspects of the Chow Chow as a breed 
and specifically in Africa - by sharing 
news, information and education to 
further responsible breeding, ownership, 
rescue and registration of Chow Chows. 

It is not affiliated to any club, kennel or 
individual and at all times strives to 
remain independent, fair and non-partisan 
in serving the interests of the breed, 
at home and abroad.

Website:  www.chowchows.za.org

Facebook:   www.facebook.com/chowchowafrica

E-mail:   info@chowchows.za.org

E-mail:  editor@i-read.co.zaThe Magazine:The Magazine:The Magazine:

Download/Read OnlineShare the e-Zine



www.franckleroy.co.za

SPECIAL OFFER to Chow Chow Africa e-Zine readers:
25% discount on a photoshoot of your Chow Chows. 

Contact Franck 082 469 2321

Some of the most common signs which 
may be noted in sensitive dogs are: 
red and watery eyes, dull dry and rough coat, 
dandru�, patchy loss of hair, foul skin odor, 
constant scratching, dry, moist dorsal and 
ventral skin in�ammation, paw licking, 
chronic or recurrent in�ammation 
of the ear/s, excessive desire to eat grass, 
blocked anal glands (resulting in scooting), 
halitosis (bad breath) which could persist 
after teeth cleaning and severe summer itch.

The only source of
animal proteien is fish.
Excellent results with
chronic skin troubles.

www.maxhealth.co.za
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cHOW CHOWS
AND cHILDREN 

Are my children safe around a Chow Chow?
* Children should be taught not to poke objects in any part of a dog’s body.
* Children should be taught not to pull hair, climb upon or hug dogs tightly.
* Children should be taught to respect a dog’s food and feeding time.
* Chow Chows should be taught to respect all family members - all sizes/ages.
* Chow Chows should be taught to allow all family members to handle their food.
* Chow Chows should be taught basic commands and obey any family member.
 

     Well-bred, well-raised Chow Chows are excellent with children. Im
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Always supervise Children and dogs. 

© C Kuhn
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““Rough chow Chow
““Smooth chow Chow

Short hair over entire body. Generally 
the hair is not longer than about 6cm. 
As with roughs, hair length varies 
between individuals and is acceptable. 
No apparent ruff/feathering. When 
physically measured, the hair in certain 
areas must be longer due to the 
purpose they have to fulfill - protecting 
vital body parts in cold/wet weather

Definite ruff (mane/longer hair) around 
the neck. This is usually shorter in 
females. Definite feathering (long hair) 
on the back of the front legs, buttocks 
and on the tail. Hair length and feather-
ing length can vary greatly between 
individuals and all are acceptable. 
(unless it impedes the dog’s ability to 
function normally.)

Being a double coated breed, both coat types must have a coarse outer coat and 
an abundantly dense undercoat which is shed twice a year. 
Visit Chow Chow Africa website for more detailed information on colours and 
coat types.         http://chowchows.za.org/chowcol_coat.htm
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Have you protected your Chow Chow 
against the summer assault of ticks and 
fleas?
  

Due to the Chow’s thick coat, few Spray-on 
products will give adequate protection. Chows 
are more effectively treated with Spot-on’s or 
tablets. Most products last at least 4 weeks.
  

Be careful of the ingredients - Chow Chows 
have sensitive skins and certain ingredients 
result in very severe adverse skin reactions.

Does your Chow Chow like water? 
Are you taking it along on holiday? 
Bath-time soon?
Chow loves rolling in the grass?
The ages old “itching Chow”...
  

Chows have very dense undercoats which 
trap humidity, heat, dirt and other such 
irritants close to the skin. This results in 
itching, scratching and hotspots. 
  

Be sure to dry your Chow’s coat thoroughly 
and down to the skin when it has been wet. 

Use a no-heat setting on your blower to 
blow your Chow Chow’s coat once a week, 
even if they have not been bathed. This can 
replace a brush session if no knots are 
present, and will blow dirt, sand and grass 
trapped in the coat. Blowing also helps keep 
the humidity down by skin level at a 
minimum, preventing hot spots.

Summer heat KILLS dogs!
  

Be particularly careful when exercising Chows 
in summer. Be sure to have very regular access 
to water during outings and make sure they 
can cool down at regular intervals. Overheating 
is fast and deadly.
  

When your Chow seems to be panting 
excessively/noisy, immediately soak the entire 
body in ice-cold water and get it to a vet as 
soon as possible. IT IS AN EMERGENCY.
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gROOMING  
yOUR CHOW CHOW 
The magnificence of the Chow Chow coat is reknown. Rough or 
Smooth, it is what gives the breed the “teddy bear” looks. 
Maintaining the coat can be a challenge.

Tips for a beautiful healthy coat: 
 

*  Regularity is paramount - once a week.
*  Down to the skin is critical
*  Keep it DRY - down to the skin
*  Make it a relaxing time - for both of you.
*  Good quality food.
*  Regular tick/flea/paraasite treatment

Grooming Equipment:
 

*  High-powered blower
*  Pin Brush
*  Slicker Brush
*  Medium/Coarse Comb
*  Scissors
*  Nailclipper
*  Ear Cleaning Liquid
*  Quality Shampoo
*  Loads of Towels
*  Toothbrush if not giving regular chews
*  Soft cloth to wipe eyes
*  Good quality food.
*  Regular tick/flea/parasite treatment.

COAT CARE

Grooming advice in more detail on 
Chow  Chow Africa website:
http://chowchows.za.org/chowgrm_feed.htm
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THE MOST
IMPORTANT
GROOMING
EQUIPMENT!

The Chow Chow coat is not 
difficult to maintain but it does
require a firm commitment to
regular routine maintenance.

Bathing

Depending upon individual circumstances, a 
Chow Chow can be bathed as often as once a 
month or once every couple of months. Bathing 
too often leads to a dry skin and the infamous 
itches. Incorrect shampoo also causes skin 
troubles, so use a good dog shampoo

Be sure to wet the coat down to the skin, get 
shampoo down to the skin and rinse VERY 
WELL down to the skin. Dry well with towels, 
and then blowdry until the dog is COMPLETELY 
dry down to the skin.

Grooming
 
The ideal weekly groom would be as simple 
as using a powerful blower and blowing the 
dog down to the skin once a week. This 
removes leaves, dirt and grass trapped at the 
skin by a dense coat. It provides air down to 
the skin level and dries out excess humidity 
on the skin.

If any knots are found, they must be brushed 
out carefully - first with a slicker brush to 
dismantle the knot, then with the comb to 
seperate the hair. 

Do not brush hard and fast, as this pulls the 
hair and hurts the skin. Brush thoroughly 
but be gentle. Trim excess hair between the 
toes and around the anus. Be sure to keep 
the nails short, and apply an ear cleansing 
liquid about once every 4-6 weeks to prevent 
ear infections. 

Dont rush! Take sufficient time once a week 
to make grooming time relaxing for you both.

High Quality Dogfood

Regular tick, flea, parasite control
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Chow Chows around
Southern Africa

Showing/Judging Chow Chows
Interested to learn more?

Chow Chow Breed Seminar
Presenter: Mona Selbach (Norway)
(Specialist Judge - International & 
Breeder - Tsingfu Chows)

Cape Town
Monday 19 October - 18h00.  Stellenbosch
R150 pp incl dinner, R100 no dinner
Booking essential - SUE - impey@telkomsa.net
before 12 October.

Johannesburg
Tuesday 20 October - 18h30 for 19h00
Goldfields Showgrounds,  R50pp incl light 
supper. Booking essential - NIKKI - 
shnicks@lantic.net before 16 October.

Touch Our Pets
Therapy Dogs 
(TOP Dogs)

Kimi gladdens the heart of 
a special lady one last time.

Photo: TOP Dogs
Owner: V Nicolau

Cape Chow Chow community - join them on facebook...

Chow Chow Club of Gauteng

www.chowclub.co.za
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Hip and Elbow  Dysplasia

HEALTH

What is Hip and Elbow Dysplasia?
 
Hip dysplasia is a polygenic (multiple genes are 
involved) condition. It involves abnormal devel-
opment and degeneration of one /both hip 
joints.
Elbow dysplasia describes one or more inher-
ited developmental abnormalities in a dog's 
elbow joint. Environmental conditions largely 
affect both of these conditions.

How does it affect my Chow Chow?
 
Hip dysplasia - difficulty rising, climbing stairs, 
running, jumping and pain associated with 
arthritis in the joints. (torn ligaments can 
produce the same symptoms).
 
Elbow dysplasia - limping (can be periodic) in 
front leg/s, not willing to stand for long due to 
pain. Tire easily, stiffness on rising.  

Investigate the various health concerns which could afflict your loved companion
on the Chow Chow Africa website:     http://chowchows.za.org/chowhealth.htm
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What can the breeder do?

*  Certify all breeding dogs with official 
   radiologist approved by KUSA - 
   knowledge is power.
*  Not enough genetic variety is available, so 
   realistically some dysplastic dogs may have to 
   be used. Choose not to breed dysplastic to 
   dysplastic where at all possible.
*  Improve environmental conditions - provide 
   secure footing on tile floors, feed quality large-  
   breed growth food, no overweight puppies, 
   limit access to stairs in the first three 
   months of life
*  Continually research new information.
*  Remain in touch with puppy buyers to learn 
   more about the results of your breeding.

What can the buyer/owner do?
 
*  Only purchase from breeders who have   
   x-rayed breeding dogs and have certified
   them officially.
*  Improve environmental conditions - provide 
   secure footing on tile floors, feed quality 
   large-breed growth food, no overweight 
   puppies, limit access to stairs in the first 
   three months of life
*  Do not breed/stud your Chow Chow unless
   all health certification has been done on
   your Chow Chow as well as the 
   prospective mate.
*  Stay informed on new research.
*  Stay in touch with your breeder with good 
   and not so good news - help them do better.

Hip and Elbow Certification:
 
X-rays are taken by a veterinarian who understands the required positioning. These are forwarded 
to a KUSA approved radiologist. He/she will evaluate the hips/elbows for signs of dysplasia, grade 
them, and provide the results on a certificate to the breeder, as well as notify KUSA. 
Hips are graded A1, A2, B1 (clear), B2, C1, C2 (mild), D1, D2, E1 (moderate), E2 (severe)
Elbows are graded 0 (clear), 1 (mild), 2 (moderate), 3 (severe).
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Win with Chow Chow Africa!

Terms and Conditions: Only Chow Chow owners living in Southern Africa may enter.
No employees of Ciplavet or Novartis may enter. Closing date is 30 November 2015.
Winner will be notified by email/sms and we will announce the winner on our 
Facebook page. By entering you acknowledge that you have permission from the 
photographer and you both consent to the photographs entered being used 
non-commercially by Chow Chow Africa in this e-magazine, our website  or Facebook.

 
Sizes S, M, L and XL 
(L-XL - adult Chows 
depending on amount 
of hair). Webbing Leads.   
Variety of colour 
combinations. 
Machine washable   
R150 each 

Orders : 
Sanna Dyer 
082 049 6256

SUMMER FUN

Submit a photo of your Chows 
enjoying summer! 
Photo must have a summer 
theme and it must feature a 
Chow Chow. 
The rest is up to each entrant’s 
imagination!  

* High Resolution preferred.
* Closing date 30/11/2015
* Judges will be a panel 
  comprising of sponsors.  
* Theme and composition will   
  be the main criteria for 
  choosing  a winner.
* SUBMIT ENTRIES TO:
  summer@chowchows.za.org

Thank you to our sponsor for 
this great leash - it does not 
break the hair or hurt the throat! 

Value R350!
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Roxy needs a special home with 
no children and an owner with love and 
understanding. She is around 4 years old 
walks well on a leash but needs to walk 
close to you, you need to let her know 
you approaching her and not to suddenly. 

Roxy, Female, 3 years, timid.

She is with other dogs but is more timid. She is afraid of harsh noises, but is very
affectionate with those she trusts. She is sterilized and has been vaccinated.

She really is a wonderful girl who was on death row if we didnt take her.

If you know this breed and are willing to work with her please give us a call 
on 082 724 3353 (Fiona)

www.petrescuesa.co.za

Rescue 911:
A special chow 
in need of a very
special home.

Before adopting an adult dog,
read our guides to adopting.
 
http://chowchows.za.org/chowadopt.htm
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Next Issue January 2016

THANKS FOR PURCHASE
MORE SPACE LOREM

chowchows.za.org

An I-Read Publication
www.i-read.co.za
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